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Reward-related  cues are  an  important  part of  our daily  life  as  they  often  inﬂuence  and guide  our  actions.
This  paper  reviews  one  of  the  experimental  paradigms  used  to  study  the  effects  of cues,  the  Pavlovian
to  Instrumental  Transfer  paradigm.  In  this  paradigm,  cues  associated  with  rewards  through  Pavlovian
conditioning  alter  motivation  and  choice  of  instrumental  actions.  The  ﬁrst  transfer  experiments  date
back  to the  1940s,  but only  in  the  last  decade  has  it been  fully  recognised  that  there  are  two  types  of
transfer,  speciﬁc  and  general.  This  paper presents  a systematic  review  of  both  the  neural  substrates  andeywords:
avlovian conditioning
nstrumental conditioning
ransfer
IT
eview
the behavioral  factors  affecting  both  types  of transfer.  It also  examines  the  recent  application  of  the
paradigm  to study  the effect  of  cues  on human  participants,  both  in  normal  and  pathological  conditions,
and  the interactions  of  transfer  with  drugs  of abuse.  Finally,  the  paper  analyses  the  theoretical  aspects
of  transfer  to build  an  overall  picture  of  the phenomenon,  from  early  theories  to  recent  hierarchical
accounts.
©  2016  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd. This  is an  open  access  article  under  the CC  BY-NC-ND
license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Glossary
Pavlovian conditioning: During Pavlovian conditioning a
neutral stimulus, such as a sound, becomes a condi-
tioned stimulus (CS) by pairing its occurrence with
an unconditioned stimulus (US) that naturally elic-
its some response. For example, a sound (CS) might
be paired with food (US) by delivering food only
when the sound is present. At the end of training,
the animal/participant will have learned that the CS
predicts the US and so it will approach the site of
food delivery when it hears the sounds.
Instrumental conditioning: During instrumental condition-
ing an animal/participant is trained to make a
response by delivering an attractive outcome. For
example, a hungry rat might be trained to press a
lever that delivers food. This training can lead to
two  kinds of instrumental behavior: habits, con-
trolled by antecedent stimuli through the formation
of stimulus-response (S-R) associations or goal-
directed actions, controlled by the consequences of
the action through the formation of action-outcome
(A-O) associations.
Devaluation:  Outcome devaluation is a procedure where the
US or the outcome (O) value is altered. For example,
the value of a certain food might be altered by feed-
ing it to satiation or by pairing it with illness (the
latter induced by lithium-cloride injections).
Extinction:  A training session where the US predicted by a
CS or the outcome (O) predicted by an action is no
longer delivered, thus promoting the extinction of
the Pavlovian conditioned response or the instru-
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human participants. In general, human studies have produced sim-
ilar results to animal studies both in terms of the behavioral factorsmental action.
. Introduction
Predictive cues are an important part of our life that continu-
usly inﬂuence and guide our actions. Hearing the sound of a horn
akes us stop before we  attempt to cross the street. Seeing an
dvertisement for fast food might make us hungry and lead us to
eek out a speciﬁc type and source of food. In general, cues can both
rompt us towards or stop us from engaging in a certain course of
ction. They can be adaptive (saving our life in crossing the street)
r maladaptive, leading to suboptimal choices, e.g. making us eat
hen we are not really hungry (Colagiuri and Lovibond, 2015). In
xtreme cases they can even play a part in pathologies such as in
ddiction, where drug associated cues produce craving and provoke
elapse (Belin et al., 2009).
One particular paradigm used to study the effect of such cues is
he Pavlovian to Instrumental Transfer paradigm. In this paradigm,
avlovian predictions and instrumental actions are ﬁrst trained in
eparate experimental phases. The instrumental actions are then
ested in both the presence and the absence of the Pavlovian cues
o assess the effect of the latter on the former.
The ﬁrst Pavlovian to instrumental transfer studies date back
o the 1940s, reporting that stimuli paired with food were able to
ugment instrumental actions directed towards food (Estes and
kinner, 1941; Walker, 1942; Estes, 1943). Transfer effects can
ither promote or discourage actions, with the presence of cues
ncreasing/decreasing the frequency of an action or biasing choice
n favour of certain actions. Amongst other factors, the type of
ffect obtained depends on the valence of the Pavlovian US, i.e.,
hether it is appetitive or aversive. For example, a Pavlovian cue
ssociated with an aversive shock might promote actions leadingavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848
to shock avoidance but decrease actions leading to food (Rescorla
and Solomon, 1967).
Our understanding of transfer has naturally developed with our
understanding of Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning. At the
same time, studying the interaction of Pavlovian and instrumental
conditioning has often yielded new insights into these individual
processes. At the time of the earliest studies, for example, it was
not clear if Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning constituted
different forms of learning. Gradually, however, two-process theo-
ries emerged that separated Pavlovian and instrumental processes
(see Rescorla and Solomon (1967) for a review). Transfer effects
were, at that stage, understood as the result of Pavlovian cues gen-
erating general appetitive or aversive emotional states and, indeed,
the transfer paradigm was  typically used to study the inﬂuence of
conditioned emotional responses (Rescorla and Solomon, 1967).
Subsequent studies reﬁned this general emotional state ﬁnding
that, in many conditions, transfer was  better characterised as con-
trolled by primary motivational processes than emotional states.
So, for example, Dickinson and colleagues demonstrated in stud-
ies of the so called irrelevant incentive effect that a cue predicting
sugar solution would enhance instrumental actions both when rats
were hungry and when they were thirsty whereas a cue associ-
ated with dry food pellets would only elevate performance when
hungry. These effects were generally interpreted as suggesting
that primary motivational processes could modulate the produc-
tion of conditioned emotional states, much as suggested by Bindra
(Dickinson and Dawson, 1987; Balleine, 1994; Bindra, 1974). How-
ever, none of these accounts explained the inﬂuences of Pavlovian
cues on choice: i.e., how Pavlovian cues could sometimes be found
to enhance actions tied to a speciﬁc outcome, e.g. how a CS associ-
ated with grain pellets enhanced lever pressing for grain pellets but
not for other food outcomes (such as sugar). One possibility is that
both Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning lead to the forma-
tion of associations: stimulus-outcome associations (S-O) in one
case and response-outcome associations in the other case (R-O),
and that the common outcome mediates the interaction (Trapold
and Overmier, 1972). In the 1980s and 90s much experimental
work was devoted to establishing that instrumental conditioning
could be subdivided into two types: habitual actions, controlled
by stimulus-response (S-R) associations, and goal-directed actions,
controlled by response-outcome (R-O) associations (Balleine and
Dickinson, 1998). In parallel, a series of articles examined the abil-
ity of Pavlovian cues tied to a speciﬁc outcome to bias choice
between speciﬁc actions (Colwill and Rescorla, 1988; Colwill and
Motzkin, 1994; Rescorla, 1991, 1994a,b; Delamater, 1995, 1996).
At the beginning of the century, investigation of the neural sub-
strates of transfer began: some initially contrasting results led at
that stage to the realisation that transfer effects come in two dif-
ferent forms and so had to be subdivided as well. These studies
divided the phenomenon into speciﬁc and general transfer, each
characterized by a different neural substrate (Corbit and Balleine,
2005, 2011, see Section 4). Speciﬁc transfer refers to the ability of
cues to enhance speciﬁc actions associated with the same outcome
as the cue, whereas general transfer refers to the ability of cues to
enhance also actions paired with different outcomes.
Most data on transfer come from animal studies,1 however
in recent years the transfer paradigm has also been adapted for1 Studies mostly involved rats, however other species have been used as well,
such as mice (see Lederle et al., 2011 in different mice strains), monkeys (Stebbins
and  Smith, 1964), dogs (Rescorla and LoLordo, 1965), pigeons (Morse and Skinner,
1958) and even horses (Lansade et al., 2013).
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Fig. 1. Articles referenced in this review, grouped in 5 years bins. Letters indicate landmark events in transfer research. The last decade has seen a marked increase in the
investigation of transfer. (a) First experiments in the 1940s. (b) Rescorla and Solomon (1967) review theories of Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning and their interaction,
advocating a two-process theory. (c) During the 1980s and 90s instrumental conditioning was clearly subdivided into habitual (S-R) and goal-directed (A-O) actions. Around
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h990,  Rescorla and colleagues produce a series of studies examining how Pavlovia
he  century investigation of the neural substrates of transfer begins, leading to the s
ransfer paradigm is adapted to human participants and neural substrates are inves
nd the neural substrates (e.g., Bray et al., 2008; Talmi et al., 2008;
atson et al., 2014, see Section 6) controlling transfer effects.
.1. Scope and purpose of the review
In the last decade there has been an increasing number and
ange of studies on transfer, both in animals and humans, examin-
ng transfer under both normal and pathological conditions (Corbit
t al., 2007; Corbit and Balleine, 2011; Laurent et al., 2015; Ostlund
t al., 2014b; Nadler et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2015; Colagiuri and
ovibond, 2015; Garbusow et al., 2016). Although there has been a
elatively recent review on the topic (Holmes et al., 2010) the lit-
rature on transfer has essentially doubled in size over the last 5
ears providing considerable new information on models and the
eural bases of the transfer effect across species. In particular, we
ill focus on appetitive transfer which is the subject of the large
ajority of these recent studies. Fig. 1 summarises our coverage
f research and shows some landmarks in the investigation of the
ransfer effect. In our review we included only articles which follow
he standard transfer paradigms: i.e. where the Pavlovian condi-
ioning and instrumental conditioning are conducted in separate
essions.
The review is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the
ransfer paradigm and its variants; Section 3 then reviews behav-
oral factors inﬂuencing the transfer effect; Section 4 describes
he neural mechanisms underlying transfer; Section 5 reviews
tudies of the interaction between transfer and drugs of abuse;
ection 6 reviews transfer studies with human participants; Sec-
ion 7 reviews theoretical aspects of transfer; Section 8 then draws
verall conclusions. Where possible we will separate experimental
ndings from their theoretical interpretation using procedural
ather than theoretical descriptions or deﬁnitions. In this regard,
e clarify here our use of what may  be seen as a theoretically laden
erm ‘action’. We  use ‘instrumental action’ or just ‘action’ to refer
o measures in the instrumental conditioning phase of transfer
tudies, whether the experiments were designed to encourage
he development of goal-directed instrumental actions or of
abitual instrumental actions. Measures taken from Pavlovian affect instrumental responding in an outcome-speciﬁc manner. (d) At the turn of
ision of general and speciﬁc transfer each with its separate neural substrate. (e) The
d using fMRI.
conditioning instead will always be referred to as ‘Pavlovian condi-
tioned responses’, ‘conditioned responses’ or simply as ‘responses’.
2. The transfer paradigm
There are many variations of the transfer paradigm but it is
always composed of three phases: Pavlovian training, instrumental
training and the transfer test. The two training phases can be con-
ducted in any order (either Pavlovian or instrumental ﬁrst) with
no change in the effect (but see Holmes et al., 2010, where length-
ening the ﬁrst or second phase varied the amount of transfer). In
the Pavlovian phase one or more stimuli (usually auditory cues) are
paired with the delivery of rewards such as food pellets or sucrose
(see Fig. 2). Pairing stimuli with an aversive event to develop an
aversive transfer paradigm has also been conducted (e.g., Lewis
et al., 2013; Rigoli et al., 2012; Campese et al., 2013).
During the instrumental training, a contingency is established
between one or more actions and the delivery of one or more out-
comes – usually involving pairing lever pressing with food delivery.
Using one or more actions (e.g. one or two  levers paired with dif-
ferent foods) leads to critical differences in what is measured in the
ﬁnal test (see below).
In the last phase, the animal/participant can again perform the
instrumental actions, but this time the conditioned stimuli (CS)
trained in the Pavlovian phase are presented during the session. The
effect of presenting the CS on the instrumental response (the trans-
fer effect) is then assessed by comparing instrumental responding
during periods when no CS is presented (baseline) with periods
when a CS is presented, or, if two  CS’s are presented, by comparing
responding during the presentation of the different CSs (e.g., one
paired with the same food as the lever and another one paired with
a different food). The CSs are never presented in the presence of the
instrumental manipulanda before the test, so no explicit training
of a relationship between the CS and the instrumental action takes
place. When multiple actions are used, the test may  involve a choice
between two levers presented at the same time (e.g., Ostlund and
Balleine, 2008) or separate tests of each instrumental action
(e.g., Corbit et al., 2001). Test sessions are usually conducted in
832 E. Cartoni et al. / Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848
Fig. 2. Transfer paradigms. We  illustrate three possible experimental setups (“Transfer paradigms”) that have been used to test the transfer effect. On the left (“Single-lever
paradigm”), only one CS and one lever are trained with a reward and an unpaired CS is used as control. This ﬁrst paradigm usually leads to the expression of general transfer.
In  the centre (“Speciﬁc transfer paradigm”), two  CS+ and two  levers are trained, using two rewards. Each CS+ is associated with a reward used for only one lever, thus enabling
the  expression of speciﬁc transfer. On the right (“Full transfer paradigm”), the speciﬁc paradigm is enhanced by adding an additional CS+. This last CS+ is associated with a
third  outcome that is not used for instrumental training. Using this third CS+ during the test phase provides a test of general transfer. The paradigm on the right is thus a “full
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xtinction, i.e., no outcomes are delivered either after the stimuli
r after the actions, to avoid changes in performance due to new
earning.
In all cases, what is generally found is that a CS paired with
n appetitive outcome (CS+) enhances instrumental responding
ompared to an unpaired CS (CS−). Usually the CS+ also increases
nstrumental responses compared to the baseline (CS-free period),
owever, in some cases, differences between the CS+ and CS− have
merged but with no difference between the CS+ and baseline,
roducing instead a reduction of CS-induced response suppres-
ion. Furthermore, in the two action case, although typically the
same’ CS elevates performance of the action delivering the out-
ome predicted by the CS relative to both the other action and
o baseline performance, it has sometimes been found that both
Ss reduce lever pressing compared to the baseline but that the CS
haring the same outcome as the instrumental action reduces per-
ormance less than a CS associated with a different outcome. This
eduction with respect to the baseline could be due to response
ompetition between instrumental and Pavlovian responses. For
xample, if the CS prompts considerable magazine approach, it
ill reduce the time spent pressing the lever (see also next
ection).
As we mentioned in the introduction, there are two kinds of
ransfer: speciﬁc transfer and general transfer. In speciﬁc transfer,
he CS enhances actions associated with the same outcome as that
aired with the CS whereas, in general transfer, a CS can enhance
ctions directed to other outcomes as well. Studies using a single
ever paired with food usually also use one single paired CS inttom row provides schematic graphs that exemplify typical results obtained in the
the Pavlovian phase and in the test phase cannot behaviorally
distinguish between the speciﬁc and general transfer effects.
This is because both general and speciﬁc transfer effects enhance
instrumental performance, something that could be because the
action shares the same outcome as the CS or through a general
effect of the cue (e.g. motivational). For simplicity, throughout
this review we will call these studies “single lever studies” (see
Fig. 2). It must be noted that while it is not possible to behaviorally
distinguish between speciﬁc and general transfer in a “single lever
study”, lesions experiments suggest that using a single lever usu-
ally elicits only general transfer. As we  will see in Section 4, studies
investigating the neural basis of transfer have found distinct neural
substrates for speciﬁc and general transfer (Corbit and Balleine,
2005, 2011), and transfer in “single lever” studies is impaired by
lesions targeting general transfer substrates and spared by those
targeting speciﬁc transfer substrates (Hall et al., 2001; Holland and
Gallagher, 2003). It is not known why the “single lever” studies
elicit general transfer and not speciﬁc transfer (as multiple lever
studies do). It has been suggested that the different type of transfer
elicited by single and double lever procedures might be caused by
the more or less detailed representation of the outcome (Holland,
2004). Procedures with multiple levers (and reinforcers) favour
the creation of a more detailed and sensory-speciﬁc representation
of the reinforcers used, which in turn may  lead to the transfer
effect being speciﬁc. A single-lever lever procedure does not
need a detailed representation of the outcome, so in this case the
transfer effect might be conveyed by the more “general” appetitive
characteristics of the outcome.
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Backward conditioning, in which the US  precedes the CS,
can also support transfer (Delamater et al., 2003; Shiﬂett, 2012;
Cohen-Hatton et al., 2013); however depending on the US-CSE. Cartoni et al. / Neuroscience and B
Another category of studies uses two levers, each paired with
ifferent outcomes (e.g. food pellet vs. sucrose) and usually two
Ss each paired with one of these outcomes. In this case, during the
est phase, each CS usually only enhances lever pressing associated
ith the same outcome as the CS. We  will call this variant the “spe-
iﬁc transfer paradigm” (see Fig. 2). In this paradigm, when testing
ransfer one lever at a time, the CS presentations can be divided
nto two conditions: in the same condition the CS and the lever
hare the same outcome whereas in the different or diff condition
he CS predicts a different food compared to the one associated with
he lever. Usually the different CS does not enhance lever pressing
elative to the baseline or it does so to a lesser extent than the
peciﬁc transfer effect in the same condition (see Fig. 2, bottom
raphs). It is still unclear why the different lever is not equally
nhanced through a general transfer effect, especially when, in
xperimental situations able to express both the speciﬁc and gen-
ral transfer effects, the two effects tend to have a comparable size
see Fig. 2).
This last category of experiments is usually conducted using
wo levers, each delivering a different outcome, and with three
Ss, two paired with the outcomes delivered by the levers and one
aired with a third outcome. During the test, this paradigm has
een reported to show both the speciﬁc and the general transfer
ffects. The two CSs paired with the same outcomes as the levers
nhance responding on the lever sharing the same outcome (spe-
iﬁc transfer). Again we note that the CS+ paired with the food
ssociated with one lever does not enhance responding on the
ther lever although the third CS, paired with an outcome that
as not used in the instrumental training, enhances pressing on
oth levers (general transfer). We will call this the “full transfer
aradigm”.
. Behavioral results – variables inﬂuencing transfer
There are many behavioral factors affecting transfer effects.
hese are analysed in detail in this section.
.1. Pavlovian factors
Response competition between Pavlovian responses and instru-
ental responding can make transfer effects harder to detect
Lovibond, 1983). As we noted in the previous section, a CS+ usu-
lly enhances instrumental responding compared to the baseline.
owever, the Pavlovian responses elicited by the CS, such as mag-
zine approach, can compete with lever pressing and lead to a
eduction of lever pressing compared to the baseline. Using dis-
rete (e.g. a light cue) vs. diffuse (a sound) cues as the CS can favour
he development of competing sign-tracking responses (e.g. appro-
ching the CS) which can compete with instrumental responses, or
avour them if the cue is located near the manipulanda (Tomie,
996). The degree of similarity between Pavlovian and instrumen-
al responses might also help or hinder the transfer effect (Baxter
nd Zamble, 1982). Holmes et al. (2010) showed that extinguish-
ng Pavlovian responses can enhance transfer in a subsequent test.
his result might be seen to conﬂict with previous experiments
y Delamater (1996) in which the transfer effect was  shown to be
naltered after various types of CS extinction such as nonreinforce-
ent, pairing with an alternative outcome and exposure to random
r explicitly unpaired S-O contingencies. The difference might lie
n the length of previous CS training, which in the case of Holmes
t al. (2010) was deliberately extended to create strong Pavlovian
pproach responses. In other words, Pavlovian extinction might be
eneﬁcial to the transfer effect only when the Pavlovian training
s sufﬁciently strong that it interferes with instrumental respon-
ing (in the ways described above) but has no effect otherwise.avioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848 833
On the relationship between transfer and Pavlovian extinction, we
also note that in a single-lever human transfer paradigm Lovibond
et al. (2015) found, in contrast to the animal studies, that Pavlo-
vian extinction of the CS affected transfer. Although the Pavlovian
extinction did not completely eliminate the transfer effect, its efﬁ-
cacy contrasted with the results obtained in animals by Delamater
(1996). Lovibond et al. (2015) suggested that one of the critical dif-
ferences might lie in the fact that they focused on absolute response
rate (using a single-lever paradigm) whereas in Delamater’s (1996)
study the transfer test involved a response choice (speciﬁc-transfer
paradigm). This suggestion predicts that Delamater’s extinction
procedure would have been effective if he had tested his actions
individually rather than in a choice test. However, given that single-
lever paradigms seem to evoke general transfer, it remains possible
that CS extinction differentially affects speciﬁc and general transfer.
And, of course, the same is likely to be true of conﬂict between the
CR and the instrumental action; such conﬂict could directly alter
response vigor and so the size of any general transfer effect but has
difﬁculty explaining variations in speciﬁc transfer because any gen-
eral effect on performance should have similar effects across both
actions.
The duration and timing of the CS can also affect transfer;
Crombag et al. (2008a) found in mice that a CS+ lasting 10 s
(with reward delivered during the last 5 s of the stimulus) pro-
duced strong conditioned reinforcement but no transfer, whereas
a CS+ lasting 2 min  (with rewards delivered randomly during
the interval) produced robust transfer but no conditioned rein-
forcement. Delamater and Holland (2008) also examined the
effects of varying the CS-US interval: results conﬁrmed that
sensory-speciﬁc stimulus-outcome associations (i.e., those under-
lying speciﬁc transfer) were established over a wide range of long
but not short intervals. These results are also consistent with older
studies, e.g. Meltzer and Brahlek (1970) where a long CS (120 s)
led to positive transfer wheareas a short CS led to suppression of
responding, althought in that case the CS’s were trained during
instrumental conditioning and so it was not a canonical transfer
design as deﬁned here. 2 Delamater and Holland (2008) also found
that conditioned responses (magazine approach) had an inverse
relationship to the CS–US interval, with longer intervals leading to
a lower magazine approach performance. As such, measures of con-
ditioned responding such as magazine approach do not necessarily
correlate with measures of speciﬁc transfer. This has also been con-
ﬁrmed by the ﬁnding that it is possible to have a CS which reduces
magazine approach but still increases instrumental actions, as we
will see below (Shiﬂett, 2012). Delamater and Oakeshott (2007)
furnishes additional support for a dissociation between magazine
approach and transfer. In a speciﬁc transfer paradigm they gave
rats different amounts of Pavlovian training, ranging from 4 to 112
presentations of a 60 s CS. During the test sessions, the amount of
magazine approach varied greatly between the different groups,
with more training leading to more magazine approach. Also, a
tendency to concentrate approaching during the last part of the
CS (when the US was  previously delivered) only developed for the
group with most Pavlovian training. In contrast, the amount of
transfer displayed was less inﬂuenced by length of training and
the increase in lever pressing was  more pronounced towards the
end of the CS for all but the shortest training group. So both the
amount and timing of magazine approach and transfer appear to
develop during training at different rates.2 But see also Van Dyne (1971) or Lovibond (1981) for short CS leading to sup-
pression.
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nterval, backward conditioning can produce either Pavlovian
xcitors or Pavlovian inhibitors, i.e. CSs that, respectively, enhance
r suppress Pavlovian responses such as conditioned approach. As
 consequence, the inﬂuence of backward conditioning on transfer
s complex and its application in a transfer paradigm can result
n either positive (Shiﬂett, 2012; Cohen-Hatton et al., 2013) or
negative’ transfer effects (Delamater et al., 2003). The latter effects,
bserved in outcome speciﬁc transfer, often reﬂect the opposite of
he standard excitatory speciﬁc transfer; i.e., rather than elevating
he action that delivered the same outcome as that predicted by
he stimulus, a backwardly paired CS can bias choice towards other
ctions that animals have learned do not deliver the backwardly
aired US. This was explicitly investigated by Laurent and Balleine
2015) who compared the effect of a zero delay and of a 10-s delay
etween US and CS ﬁnding standard speciﬁc transfer with the
ormer and the ‘negative’ or reversed transfer effect with the latter.
uch effects suggest, therefore, that it is the information conveyed
y the backwardly paired CS that is important for the direction
f choice; i.e., that the CS can provide both information about the
ikelihood of a forthcoming outcome for use in action selection, but
an also provoke direct changes in conditioned reﬂexes and that
hese need not be the same; indeed it is important to note in this
ontext that the effect of backward conditioning on transfer can
e dissociated from its effects on conditioned approach. Shiﬂett
2012) managed to train a backward CS that exhibited positive
ransfer but suppressed conditioned approach responses (i.e.,
S presentation increased lever pressing but reduced magazine
pproach compared to baseline). Interestingly, in Laurent et al.
2015) and in Laurent and Balleine (2015) a backward condi-
ioning procedure was used to obtain outcome-speciﬁc Pavlovian
nhibitors for two different rewards. When testing speciﬁc transfer,
hese backward-CSs did not reduce pressing on the lever sharing
he same reward as the CS, instead, they increased pressing on
he lever paired with the other reward. This was used in Laurent
nd Balleine (2015) to demonstrate that rats can engage in a
orm of “counterfactual reasoning”, meaning that they can use the
nformation about an absent reward (furnished by the backwardly
aired CS) to promote the selection of actions associated with
ther outcomes (in this case increasing responding on the other
ever). One important aspect of these studies was the ﬁnding that
peciﬁc inhibitory predictions mirrored the effects of excitatory
redictions and altered action selection quite speciﬁcally away
rom the action delivering the outcome that the inhibitory stim-
lus predicted would be withheld. To conﬁrm that this effect of
ackwardly pairing of CS and US was due to inhibition, Laurent
nd Balleine (2015) went on to assess the effects of conditioned
nhibitors established using other methods; i.e., a feature-negative
rocedure and an overexpectation procedure. Both of these pro-
edures produced identical effects to those induced by backward
onditioning; i.e., whereas the conditioned excitors elevated
erformance of the action with which they shared an outcome,
he conditioned inhibitors produced a shift away from the speciﬁc
ction delivering the outcome the inhibitor predicted would be
ithheld. In summary, excitatory and inhibitory conditioning
xert symmetrically opposing effects on speciﬁc transfer; biasing
hoice towards or away from an action based on the information
rovided by the cues regarding the relative likelihood of earning
ome speciﬁc outcome or other. In humans, Alarcón and Bonardi
2016) used a speciﬁc transfer paradigm in which they also trained
 Pavlovian inhibitor using a feature-negative design (i.e. A → O1,
X → ∅, with X being the stimulus trained as an inhibitor). When
he inhibitor was paired with another CS associated with the inhib-
ted outcome during the transfer test, it abolished speciﬁc transfer
nd the participants instead showed a tendency to respond on the
ther available response, paralleling Laurent and Balleine’s (2015)
esults.avioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848
Lastly, we note that van den Bos et al. (2004) tried to vary the
amount of reward associated with the CS (1 or 3 pellets) but found
no effect of reward magnitude on transfer.
3.2. Instrumental factors
The amount of training and type of reinforcement schedule
can alter the amount of transfer at test. Testing different variable-
interval (VI) schedules Meltzer and Hamm (1974) found that VI’s
with longer intervals, which lead to lower response rates, produced
stronger transfer effects. This might be due to transfer being easier
to detect on a lower baseline and indeed many transfer experiments
include a period of instrumental extinction prior to the test on the
view that it makes positive transfer easer to detect (Dickinson et al.,
2000). Lovibond (1981) used discrimination training on a single
lever in which animals had to discriminate between two alternating
periods of reinforcement (on a VR15 schedule S+, chamber fans on)
and non-reinforcement (S−,  chamber fans off). During the transfer
test, the presence of the CS suppressed responding in the S+ period
wheareas during the S− period the CS produced positive transfer
which lasted beyond the duration of the CS itself (10 s). This is con-
sistent with the above reported ﬁndings because the S− period was
indeed a period with lower baseline. Lovibond (1981) also veriﬁed
that the enhancement of lever pressing occurred when the baseline
was lowered by other means. In a second experiment, he tested the
CS after rats had achieved a low baseline due to satiety: in this
case, the CS tended to suppress responding rather than enhance
it. This result tells us that it was  probably not a lower baseline
per se that produced the stronger transfer effects but rather the
interaction between the expectancy of food generated by the CS
and the expectancy of food controlled by the instrumental sched-
ule (Lovibond, 1981). In other words, the CS is more effective on
an extinguished baseline because it brings an expectation of food
when the current expectation is low. The reduction in transfer
observed when testing under satiety can also be seen as consistent
with subsequent results by Corbit et al. (2007) and Aitken et al.
(2016) which showed that satiety can abolish general transfer (see
next section).
Beyond this, Holland (2004) showed that longer training on
a VI schedule leads to an increase in the transfer effect when
assessed in a single-lever paradigm. Subsequently, Wiltgen et al.
(2012) showed that mice trained under a VI schedule exhibited
more transfer than those trained under a random-ratio (RR) sched-
ule using an outcome speciﬁc transfer design. However, although
the group trained on the RR schedules was  sensitive to devalua-
tion – whereas a group trained on the VI schedules was not – both
groups showed similar rates of performance during training. This
is unusual; it is commonly found that ratio schedules promote far
higher rates of responding than interval schedules (see Dawson
and Dickinson, 1990) suggesting that, for some unspeciﬁed reason,
the mice in the RR group may  have failed to detect the full impact
of the ratio contingency. Furthermore, what transfer Wiltgen et al.
(2012) reported was  clearly not speciﬁc transfer; both the same and
different actions were elevated relative to baseline but did not dif-
fer from each other. The authors concluded that responding that is
insensitive to devaluation, and so habitual, might be more sensitive
to transfer effects than goal-directed actions and, while this could
be the case, it is important to qualify this statement; the evidence
suggests that habitual actions are more sensitive to general trans-
fer than goal-directed actions. If this is true, this effect would also
explain Holland’s (2004) results, in which transfer correlated with
the amount of VI training, with the effect growing larger as instru-
mental performance shifted from goal-directed to habitual control.
Furthermore, in a number of studies, Balleine and colleagues have
trained rats using ratio schedules and found very clear evidence
of speciﬁc transfer (Corbit and Balleine, 2005, 2011; Laurent et al.,
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ciﬁc transfer is abolished by BLA and Shell lesions whereas general
transfer is abolished by CeA and Core lesions (Corbit and Balleine,
2005, 2011). Muscimol-induced inactivation of core and shell haveE. Cartoni et al. / Neuroscience and B
012, 2014; Laurent and Balleine, 2015). As such, Wiltgen et al.’s
2012) results may  be anomalous, resulting from an effect speciﬁc
o instrumental training rather than to the transfer test per se, or
ay  reﬂect an effect on general as opposed to speciﬁc transfer. On
alance it seems more likely that the latter is the correct conclusion.
.3. Other factors and results
In a meta-analysis of 30 transfer studies, Holmes et al. (2010)
ound a correlation between the degree of transfer and the amount
f phase 1 and phase 2 training, regardless of whether the Pavlo-
ian or Instrumental training was conducted ﬁrst. Increasing phase
 training seems to increase transfer, whereas increasing phase
 training seems to decrease it. It is not clear why this training
ffect emerged but, presumably, it has something to do with the
tabilisation of Pavlovian and instrumental learning and, there-
ore, the relatively consistent impact of the outcome prediction on
nstrumental performance. Perhaps with less training the associa-
ive strength of the CS is still below asymptote and its associative
tatus relatively ambiguous compared to better trained CS’s. Spe-
iﬁc transfer has been shown to be immune to devaluation: that is,
airing a food outcome with illness (LiCl-induced) prior to the test
oes not reduce the size of the effect in a subsequent test (Holland,
004; see also Rescorla, 1994b using discriminative stimuli). How-
ver, Corbit et al. (2007) found that devaluation by satiation was
ble to eliminate general transfer while sparing speciﬁc trans-
er. This is in accord with earlier results that found no effect of
evaluation on speciﬁc transfer (Holland, 2004) but apparently in
ontrast with Holland’s (2004) results in which devaluation did
ot appear to affect transfer in a single-lever paradigm. Never-
heless, as suggested above, it is difﬁcult to distinguish speciﬁc
nd general transfer using this kind of design and so this failure
o ﬁnd an effect could be due to any speciﬁc transfer component
ngaged by Holland’s task. It is also possible that this discrepancy
s due to the devaluation method used (satiation vs illness) or per-
aps other variables. More recently Dailey et al. (2016) failed to
etect transfer in a single-lever paradigm with the test conducted
nder satiety. Conversely, transfer was observed under satiety after
dministation of an antagonist of ghrelin, a peptide related to
ppetite signalling. Aitken et al. (2016) using a single-lever design
ith different foods for the Pavlovian and instrumental training,
lso conﬁrmed that satiety can abolish general transfer.
Corbit and Balleine (2003a) showed that transfer can differen-
ially affect components of an instrumental chain. In particular,
hey employed a paradigm where pressing a lever led to the appear-
nce of a second lever and pressing this latter lever delivered the
ood reward. Devaluation and transfer differentially affected res-
onding on these two levers. Transfer only enhanced responding
o the proximal lever (i.e., the lever closest to reward delivery)
hereas devaluation depressed responding on the more distal
ever.
In a recent experiment, Gilroy et al. (2014) demonstrated that
peciﬁc transfer can be affected by test context. They trained rats
o press two levers for two different foods using two  different con-
exts. In one group of rats (Group Differential), each lever-food
airing was trained in a speciﬁc context, whereas in the other group
Group Non-Differential) both lever-food pairings were trained in
oth contexts (alternating contexts in different training sessions).
avlovian training was conducted in a third context for both groups.
hen tested for transfer in each of the three contexts, group Non-
ifferential always showed speciﬁc transfer. In contrast, Group
ifferential failed to show speciﬁc transfer in the Pavlovian train-ng context but, when tested in the instrumental contexts, showed
peciﬁc transfer when the CS and the context where not associ-
ted with the same food reward. Thus, Group Differential exhibited
ess speciﬁc transfer overall than Group Non-differential. It can beavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848 835
speculated that the differential training reduced the effect of CS
presentation by making the contexts more informative and thus
rendering the cues redundant. We  will discuss this result further in
Section 7.
Some studies have explored the relationship between transfer
and stress both acute and chronic, and between transfer and stress-
related molecules such as corticotropine releasing factor (CRF) or
glucocorticoids. Zorawski and Killcross (2003) tested the effects
of dexamethasone, a glucocorticoid receptor agonist, in a speciﬁc
transfer paradigm. They found that administering dexamethasone
at the end of Pavlovian sessions impaired the ability of the CS
trained during those sessions to evoke speciﬁc transfer. A similar
result was also found by Pielock et al., 2013b. In 2006, Pecin˜a et al.
examined the effects of CRF microinjections in medial shell and
found that the highest dose of 500 ng CRF (but not the 250ng dose)
enhanced transfer in a single-lever paradigm. Later, Morgado et al.
(2012) has found that chronic stress 3 can reduce speciﬁc transfer.
A stress-free period reversed the effect. In a human transfer study
(Pool et al., 2014) acute stress was  also found to enhance transfer
although Pielock et al. (2013a) failed to ﬁnd an effect of acute stress
on transfer in rodents, with both these studies using “single lever”
paradigms. Soares-Cunha et al. (2014) also found that in utero expo-
sure to elevated levels of glucocorticoids impaired both speciﬁc and
general transfer in rats. Reduced levels of dopamine were observed
in prefontral and orbitofrontal cortices and normalization of these
levels (using either L-DOPA or a D2/3 agonist, but not a D1 ago-
nist) restored transfer. In humans, Quail et al. (2016) examined the
relationship between scores on the Depression Anxiety and Stress
Scale (DASS) and transfer, using a full transfer paradigm which also
included a fourth cue associated with no reward. Participants with
higher scores on the Anxiety and Stress subscale showed higher
cue-driven response vigour, meaning that they showed increased
instrumental responding even in the presence of the fourth cue
associated with no reward. High anxiety participants also seemed
to show a somewhat blunted speciﬁc transfer, with the cues paired
with the two  instrumental rewards enhancing both the same and
different instrumental actions to a similar degree, albeit this trend
compared to low anxiety participants was not stastistically signif-
icant.
4. Neural substrates
4.1. Amygdala and nucleus accumbens
Starting from the beginning of this century, lesion studies on
rats have begun to uncover the neural basis of the various trans-
fer effects, reporting that both nucleus accumbens (Hall et al.,
2001; Corbit et al., 2001; de Borchgrave et al., 2002) and amygdala
(Blundell et al., 2001; Hall et al., 2001; Holland and Gallagher, 2003)
are necessary for it to take place. During the ﬁrst studies: an initial
disagreement arose about which parts of amygdala (BLA or CeA)
and which parts of nucleus accumbens were involved (Nacc Core
or Shell). It was  reported that CeA and Core, but not BLA or Shell
were involved in transfer (Hall et al., 2001; Holland and Gallagher,
2003) and also the opposite pattern of results (Blundell et al., 2001;
Corbit et al., 2001). These data were later reconciled when Corbit
and Balleine (2005) introduced the full transfer paradigm which
was able to distinguish speciﬁc transfer from general transfer. Spe-3 Using a chronic unpredictable stress paradigm, composed of daily exposures of
1  h to one the following stressors: cold water, vibration, restraint, overcrowding,
and  a hot air stream.
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in acetylcholing release affected the activity of D1  neurons. With
regard to this latter effect, it was further hypothesized that acetyl-
choline alters D1 MSN  activity through the activity of Gi-coupled36 E. Cartoni et al. / Neuroscience and B
imilar effects as lesions of these structures (Corbit and Balleine,
011). As a further conﬁrmation, Shiﬂett and Balleine (2010) used
 disconnection procedure between BLA and either medial shell or
ore and found that only the disconnection involving shell abol-
shed speciﬁc transfer. Lingawi and Balleine (2012) found that both
nterior and posterior CeA lesions abolished transfer in a single-
ever paradigm (therefore presumably general transfer). Human
MRI studies have also conﬁrmed the involvement of amygdala and
entral striatum in transfer (Talmi et al., 2008; Bray et al., 2008;
révost et al., 2012; Mendelsohn et al., 2014).
Studies investigating the role of glutamate receptors are also in
ine with the dissociation of neural substrates involved in single
nd two-lever studies and furnish some details on the mecha-
isms working inside amygdala that mediate transfer. Mead and
tephens (2003a,b) used a single-lever paradigm to investigate the
ffects of AMPA receptor subunits GluR1 and GluR2 deletion in
ice. Neither deletion impaired Pavlovian or instrumental train-
ng, however GluR1 deletion impaired conditioned reinforcement
usage of CS+ as reinforcers) leaving transfer intact, wheareas GluR2
eletion impaired transfer while leaving conditioned reinforce-
ent intact. The authors suggested that this dissociation might be
xplained by GluR1 and GluR2 deletion impacting learning in BLA
nd CeA respectively, as the behavioral consequences of these dele-
ions mimicked the effects of lesions on these structures (Mead and
tephens, 2003b). This hypothesis was supported by a later ﬁnding
y Johnson et al. (2007) who found that GluR1 deletion impaired
peciﬁc transfer. In particular they found that mice without GluR1
xpressed non selective transfer when trained in a speciﬁc transfer
aradigm: i.e. they increased pressing on both levers to simi-
ar degree when presented with a CS paired with the outcome
elivered by one of the levers, wheareas wild-type mice showed
peciﬁc transfer. All these results are thus consistent with the view
hat single-lever studies evoke general transfer (mediated by CeA)
heareas the speciﬁc transfer in two-lever studies is mediated
y BLA, without the necessary presence of CeA. However, subse-
uently Crombag et al. (2008b) found that mutations on GluR1
hosphorylation sites can abolish single-lever transfer in mice. This
s at odds with previous results and it may  be due to GluR1 dele-
ion triggering different compensatory effects to those induced by
lterating phosphorylation sites in Crombag et al. (2008b).
Malvaez et al. (2015) further characterized speciﬁc transfer
rocesses in the BLA. They monitored glutamate concentrations
uring the transfer test and found that glutamate transients were
ime-locked to and correlated with only the instrumental pressing
irected to the lever sharing the same outcome as the CS (i.e., in
 speciﬁc transfer test). In addition, local blockade of AMPA recep-
ors, but not NMDA receptors, abolished speciﬁc transfer. Related
esults were also obtained by George et al. (2009) who  showed
hat the selective mGluR5 antagonist 2-methyl-6- (phenylethynyl)-
yridine (MPEP) reduced transfer in a single-lever study and by
urschall and Hauber (2005) who did not detect any impact on
ingle-lever transfer using systemic AMPA/KA and NMDA blockade.
Leung and Balleine (2013) characterized the circuit downstream
rom the Nacc shell by investigating one of its main projections, the
edial ventral pallidum (VP-m). Rats exposed to a speciﬁc transfer
est showed higher expression of the cellular activity marker c-fos
n both shell and VP-m compared to controls. Also, both VP-m
nactivation and shell-VP-m disconnection procedures abolished
peciﬁc transfer. In a previous study, lesions of mediodorsal thala-
us (MD), which is further downstream as it receivess VP outputs,
ere found to impair speciﬁc transfer (Ostlund and Balleine, 2008).
s a consequence, Leung and Balleine (2015) examined the func-
ional contributions of both MD  and VTA, which is another target of
P-m. Results showed that VP-m neurons projecting to MD were
ore active (c-fos) during the transfer test than those projecting to
TA, but it was the activation of these latter neurons that correlatedavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848
with the absolute size of the transfer effect. Interestingly, by using
a disconnection procedure Leung and Balleine (2015) then demon-
strated that disrupting the VP-m to VTA pathway reduced the
overall rate of responding (similar to a ﬁnding by Corbit et al.
(2007) following VTA inactivation) whereas disconnecting the
VP-m to MD pathway removed the bias of the speciﬁc predictive
cues on choice (i.e., the speciﬁc transfer effect). In this latter VP-m
to MD pathway disconnection, the CS elevated the performance
of both actions; i.e. both the lever delivering the same outcome
as the stimulus and the different action, suggesting that the VTA
mediates the motivational component of speciﬁc transfer (overall
rate of lever press performance) whereas the MD mediates the
cognitive component (the effect of predictive learning on choice).
4.2. Molecular processes in nucleus accumbens
A series of studies has attempted to uncover the molecular
underpinnings of transfer. Remus and Thiels (2012) investigated
ERK kinase activation during transfer in core and shell. They found
that CS presentations caused a signiﬁcant increase in ERK activa-
tion in both subregions, with the effect being slightly more robust
in the core than the shell. An in-depth review of molecular mecha-
nisms involving ERK in transfer and instrumental conditioning can
be found in Shiﬂett and Balleine (2011). Lex and Hauber (2008)
examined instead the effects of D1 and D2 receptor antagonism
using SCH-23390 and raclopride injections, respectively, into both
core and shell. Both core and shell D1 antagonism abolished trans-
fer in a single-lever paradigm, with D2 antagonism also reducing
transfer but to a lesser extent. Similarly Pecin˜a and Berridge (2013)
tested the ability of dopamine stimulation (amphetamine microin-
jection) versus -opioid stimulation (DAMGO microinjection) in
either core or shell to amplify transfer. Both amphetamine and
DAMGO augmented the transfer effect in a single-lever design and
did so when infused in both core and medial shell, excluding only
a small far-rostral strip of shell. Consistently with this result, in
Weber et al. (2016) administering a -opioid antagonist (naltrex-
one) reduced transfer in humans. In contrast to the effects of Lex
and Hauber (2008), Laurent et al. (2014) found that SCH-23390,
but not raclopride, injections speciﬁcally in the Nacc shell abol-
ished transfer in a speciﬁc transfer paradigm. Furthermore, in a
complex series of experiments, Laurent et al. (2014) showed that
delta-opiod receptors (DORs) on cholinergic interneurons (CINs)
mediate speciﬁc transfer in Nacc shell by altering CIN ﬁring and
their effect on D1-expressing medium-spiny neurons (MSNs). First,
they conﬁrmed the involvement of shell D1-expressing MSNs by
measuring ERK phosphorylation (pERK) after the transfer test and
by infusion of SCH-23390 and raclopride. Results showed enhanced
pERK in D1 but not in D2-expressing MSNs conﬁrming the effect
of SCH-23390 relative to raclopride. They then provided data to
support the interaction between processes involving DORs and
D1Rs using asymmetrical infusions in the shell. The results showed
that rats with infusions of SCH-23390 in one hemisphere and nal-
trindole (a DOR antagonist) in the other, exhibited no speciﬁc
transfer. 4 In addition, electrophysiological recordings of CINs in
Nacc shell slices taken after the transfer test conﬁrmed alterations
in their ﬁring patterns when exposed to deltorphin (DOR endoge-
nous ligand) compared to CINs in slices taken from rats exposed to
non-contingent CS training. It was hypothesized that the effect of
DOR on CIN ﬁring altered acetylcholine release and that changes4 In Laurent et al. (2015) naltrindole infusions into shell were also shown to
abolish the reversed speciﬁc transfer induced by backward conditioning
E. Cartoni et al. / Neuroscience and Biobeh
Fig. 3. Model of the complex interactions of opioid, cholinergic and dopamine sys-
tems in the Nacc shell during speciﬁc transfer, from Laurent et al. (2014). DOR
receptors on CIN cell bodies are activated by ENK. ENK alters the ﬁring pattern of
CINs, leading to a lower Ach release. Lower Ach release leads to less activation of
M4  receptors on D1R-expressing neurons. In turn, the lower activity of M4  permits
cAMP pathway signalling, increased D1 neuron activity and so increased speciﬁc
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Dickinson et al. (2000) showed that dopamine antagonists (suchransfer expression. See text for details of the experiments leading to this model.
eprinted with permission.
4  receptors recently found to be uniquely expressed on post-
ynaptic D1 MSNs. Increased activity at the M4  receptor has been
ound to inhibit D1 activity and reduced M4  binding to increase
1 activity. If DOR activity inhibits acetylcholine release and nal-
rindole blocks that reduction then a ready explanation for Laurent
t al’s results could be provided. To test this, Laurent et al. (2014)
ought to block speciﬁc transfer using peripherally administered
altrindole and then to release that blockade by infusing the M4
ntagonist MT3  into the Nacc shell. Although MT3  had no effect
n its own, its infusion rescued speciﬁc transfer after it was  abol-
shed by natrindole, To summarize, Laurent et al. (2014) suggest
hat, in the Nacc shell, speciﬁc transfer is mediated by a complex
nteraction involving opioid, cholinergic and dopaminergic systems
see Fig. 3). The basis for this interaction is formed during Pavlo-
ian training, with the increased expression of DORs on CINs at
he cell membrane (Bertran-Gonzalez et al., 2013). DORs are then
ctivated during the transfer test by enkephaline (ENK), the lat-
er possibly released by D2 MSNs, altering CIN activity and causing
ower acetycholine release overall and thus a lower level of M4
inding, resulting in increased D1 neuron activity and increased
peciﬁc transfer as a consequence.
A conﬁrmation of the involvement of acetylcholine in spe-
iﬁc transfer can also be found in Ostlund et al. (2014a), were
he effects of scopolamine (muscarinic receptor antagonist) and
ecamylamine (nicotinic receptor antagonist) were tested. In this
ase, both muscarinic and nicotinic acetylcholine systemic antago-
ism impaired speciﬁc transfer. Collins et al. (2016) also examined
he role of acetylcholine and its interaction with dopamine, how-
ver they focused on Nacc core, using a single-lever paradigm.
sing local infusions of scopolamine and mecamylamine combined
ith fast-scan cyclic voltammetry they showed that acetyl-
holine antagonism can modulate both transfer and cue-evokedavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848 837
dopamine release in Nacc core. In particular, they showed that
muscarinic receptor antagonism suppresses both transfer and cue-
evoked dopamine release, while nicotinic receptor antagonism
augments transfer and cue-evoked dopamine release. The discrep-
ancy between these latter results and Ostlund et al.’s (2014a) results
in which both scopolamine and mecamylamine impaired transfer
may  be either due to the type of infusions (systemic vs. local) or
due to the paradigm used (speciﬁc transfer vs. single-lever).
4.3. Dorsal striatum
Corbit and Janak (2007b) found that inactivation of either dor-
somedial (DMS) or dorsolateral (DLS) striatum in a speciﬁc transfer
paradigm had different effects on transfer expression: DLS inacti-
vation abolished speciﬁc transfer whereas DMS  rendered transfer
non-speciﬁc, with the CS increasing performance on both the same
and different outcome lever. In a later study (Corbit and Janak,
2010), DLS, anterior DMS  (aDMS) or posterior DMS  (pDMS) were
inactivated during Pavlovian and instrumental training: inacti-
vation of DLS and pDMS appeared to impair the acquisition of
stimulus-outcome (S-O) associations whereas aDMS and pDMS
inactivation impaired response-outcome (R-O) associations, as
revealed by Pavlovian and instrumental devaluation tests respec-
tively. In all of the inactivation groups – aDMS, pDMS, and DLS –
speciﬁc transfer was  impaired in a subsequent transfer test. This
was expected because speciﬁc transfer requires the integration of
both S-O (Pavlovian) and R-O (instrumental) associations and any
loss of these should, quite naturally, be predicted to impair this
integrative process.
In contrast, Pielock et al. (2011) examined the effects of 6-OHDA
induced DA depletion in aDMS and pDMS on transfer using a sin-
gle lever transfer paradigm. Neither depletion had any effect in the
single-lever transfer paradigm. Furthermore, in a second experi-
ment that used the speciﬁc transfer paradigm, aDMS 6-OHDA again
had no effect whereas in the pDMS it had only a minor, if any, effect,
suggesting that the dopamine innervation of dorsal striatum is not
necessary for transfer.
4.4. Midbrain structures
In a single-lever paradigm, Murschall and Hauber (2006)
found that ventral tegmental area (VTA) inactivation by
baclofen/muscimol can abolish transfer (supposedly general
transfer). However, Corbit et al. (2007) using the same dose
effective in Murschall and Hauber (2006) found in the full transfer
paradigm that VTA inactivation only attenuated speciﬁc and
general transfer; essentially reducing but not abolishing these
effects.
El-Amamy and Holland (2007) used instead a disconnection pro-
cedure to separate CeA from either substantia nigra pars compacta
(SNpc) or VTA. In a single lever paradigm, both CeA-SNpc and CeA-
VTA unilateral lesion reduced transfer; a CeA-SNpc controlateral
lesion (disconnection) also reduced transfer, with no additional
effect to the unilateral lesion. Puzzlingly, CeA-VTA disconnection
was found to restore transfer to control levels. The result was
explained by reference to possible cross-hemispheric inhibitory
connections between the two  VTAs and CeA output to the SNpc
(see also Lee et al., 2011).
4.4.1. Dopamine
Other results have, however, pointed to the involvement
of dopaminergic areas such as VTA and SNpc in transfer.˛-ﬂupenthixol) reduced transfer using a single-lever paradigm, a
result also replicated in Wassum et al. (2011). Later, Lex and Hauber
(2008) used D1 and D2 receptor antagonism in core and shell and
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onﬁrmed the ability of dopamine antagonism to reduce trans-
er in a single-lever paradigm. Conversely, transfer is potentiated
y indirect dopamine agonists such as ampethamine (i.e. Wyvell
nd Berridge (2000), see also Section 5). Using fast-scan cyclic
oltammetry Wassum et al. (2013) monitored dopamine release
n real time in nucleus accumbens core and showed that during a
ingle-lever transfer test phasic dopamine release evoked by the CS
orrelated with the increase in lever pressing. This result was  also
eplicated in Aitken et al. (2016). Ostlund and Maidment (2012)
nstead examined the effects of ﬂupentixol in a speciﬁc transfer
aradigm, presenting both levers during the test session. They
ound that although ﬂupentixol reduced the response invigoration
enerated by the CS, it did not inﬂuence the ability of the CS to bias
ction selection towards the lever sharing the same outcome as
he CS. In humans, Weber et al. (2016) administered amisulpride (a
elective D2/D3 antagonist) and found reduced transfer in a single-
ever paradigm. All these results (and also Soares-Cunha et al.
2014), Laurent et al. (2014) described elsewhere in this review)
ndicate that the increase in lever pressing during the transfer effect
s mediated by dopamine (and likely by VTA); interestingly, the
ias towards one lever in a choice situation might be dopamine-
ndependent instead (Ostlund and Maidment, 2012).
.5. Prefrontal cortex
Basal ganglia structures such as the Nacc form a closed loop with
refrontal cortex and so, given the previous results, the involve-
ent of PFC structures in transfer would be expected. Indeed,
stlund and Balleine (2007) found that post-training lesions of
FC abolished speciﬁc transfer5, while pre-training lesions had no
ffect. Subsequently Balleine et al. (2011) reported that this post-
raining effect was likely a product of sparing aspects of ventral OFC.
omplete ventral and lateral OFC lesions produced pre-training
eﬁcits in speciﬁc transfer (Balleine et al., 2011). Similarly, Scarlet
t al. (2012) found a reduction in speciﬁc transfer using pre-training
FC lesions, albeit using a very different paradigm. In Bradﬁeld
t al. (2015) lesions targeting the medial OFC did not eliminate
ransfer but instead made it non-speciﬁc: i.e. the CS no longer
nhanced lever pressing in the same condition, but also in the diff
ondition. Despite both ACC and PL having connection with Nacc,
ardinal et al. (2003) found no effects of ACC lesions on transfer
sing a single-lever paradigm, whereas Corbit and Balleine (2003b)
ound no effects of PL lesions in a speciﬁc transfer paradigm. More
ecently, Keistler et al. (2015) found that bilateral IL lesions abol-
sh speciﬁc transfer. They also employed an IL-Shell disconnection
rocedure and conﬁrmed that IL mediates this effect via functional
onnectivty with Nacc shell, also part of the speciﬁc transfer cir-
uitry.
.6. Neural correlates
Finally, we brieﬂy mention two studies that have investi-
ated the neural correlates of transfer using electrophysiological
ecordings: Homayoun and Moghaddam (2009) and Saddoris
t al. (2011). Both studies used a single-lever transfer paradigm.
omayoun and Moghaddam (2009) recorded from medial (mPFC),
rbital prefrontal cortex (OFC) and dorsal striatum (DS) of freely
5 We note that in Ostlund and Balleine (2007) and in Ostlund and Balleine (2008)
esions of OFC and mediodorsal thalamus were reported to abolish speciﬁc transfer
lthough rats actually kept pressing more in the same and diff conditions compared
o  the baseline. Although the effect was not statistically signiﬁcant in those experi-
ents, it is possible that these lesions do not abolish speciﬁc transfer but render it
non-speciﬁc”. Indeed, in Leung and Balleine (2015), disconnection of VP-m from the
D  produced a similar “non-speciﬁc” transfer effect such that the CS signiﬁcantly
levated responding on both the same and diff lever.avioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848
moving rats during transfer test sessions. They found that the
CS+ ampliﬁed neuronal responses to both instrumental nosepokes
and Pavlovian approaches in all of these structures. However, the
ampliﬁcation of the instrumental responses correlated with the
strength of transfer only in the mPFC and OFC but not DS. Morever,
DS neurons represented transfer and approach behavior through
mostly-segregated populations, whereas in mPFC and OFC they
were represented in overlapping populations of neurons.
In Saddoris et al. (2011) electrophysiological recordings of the
single lever transfer test session were conducted in the Nacc core
and shell. Multiple groups were used with one exposed to sep-
arate cocaine self-administration training. In all groups, neurons
in both core and shell encoded information about cues, rewards
and responses. In control animals, core neurons were more likely
to encode this information, which correlated with behavioral per-
formance in the transfer test. However, neurons that expressed
transfer-speciﬁc encoding (their lever-press related activity was
increased during CS periods) correlated with transfer performance
in the shell, but not in the core. The group with a history of cocaine
self-administration showed increased transfer and increased neu-
ral encoding of task events in the shell. Generally, these studies
are consistent with what has been found in lesion and inactivation
studies; however, the possibility of mixed transfer effects emerg-
ing in single action studies likely accounts for the breadth of the
observed effects.
5. Interaction with drugs of abuse
The importance of conditioned stimuli in promoting drug-
taking and relapse is widely recognised in addiction research
(Belin et al., 2009). Conditioned stimuli associated with drugs of
abuse can promote drug use through various mechanisms, such
as conditioned approach, conditioned reinforcement as well as
Pavlovian-instrumental transfer (Belin et al., 2009). Despite this,
relatively few studies have been conducted using the transfer
paradigm with drugs of abuse. As an example, searching Pubmed
with terms referring to transfer (e.g. PIT, transfer) and addiction
(e.g. addiction, cocaine, ethanol, opiate) we  found only 27 articles
with experiments investigating the relationship between trans-
fer and drugs of abuse. This is a small number compared to other
paradigms used in addiction research, e.g. conditioned place pref-
erence, for which it is possible to ﬁnd hundreds of results. As
expressed by LeBlanc et al. (2012), this might be due to “experi-
enced or perceived difﬁculties in generating the PIT [transfer] effect
using conventional drug self-administration procedures”.
Studies investigating transfer with drugs of abuse have
involved different substances, including amphetamine (Wyvell and
Berridge, 2000, 2001; Pecin˜a et al., 2006; Pecin˜a and Berridge, 2013;
Hall and Gulley, 2011; Shiﬂett, 2012; Shiﬂett et al., 2013), cocaine
(Kruzich et al., 2001; Saddoris et al., 2011; LeBlanc et al., 2012,
2013, 2014; Ostlund et al., 2014b), and ethanol (Krank, 2003; Ripley
et al., 2004; Glasner et al., 2005; Corbit and Janak, 2007a; Krank
et al., 2008; Milton et al., 2012; Depoy et al., 2014; Corbit et al.,
2016) in rodents and tobacco (Hogarth et al., 2007, 2013b, 2014,
2015; Hogarth and Chase, 2011, 2012; Hogarth, 2012) and beer
(Martinovic et al., 2014; Garbusow et al., 2014, 2016) in humans.
These studies show that transfer can be observed with drugs of
abuse just as it is observed with natural rewards: a CS associated
with drugs of abuse can enhance instrumental responding directed
to the drug itself, just as a CS associated with food enhances food
responding (e.g. Krank, 2003; LeBlanc et al., 2012; Hogarth et al.,
2007). However, there are also some peculiarities of transfer when
the subjects are exposed to drugs of abuse. Infact, some studies have
found a stronger transfer effect in subjects that have been exposed
to drugs of abuse compared to controls (Wyvell and Berridge, 2000,
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001; Pecin˜a et al., 2006; Pecin˜a and Berridge, 2013; Saddoris et al.,
011; LeBlanc et al., 2013). This enhancement of transfer can be
ound even when the subject has been previously sensitized and
hen given the transfer test when drug-free (Wyvell and Berridge,
001; Saddoris et al., 2011). In other cases, drugs of abuse led to
he CS enhancing instrumental responding for all rewards in con-
itions that usually lead to speciﬁc transfer instead (Glasner et al.,
005; Corbit and Janak, 2007a; Shiﬂett, 2012); i.e., the CS enhanced
ever pressing similarly in both the same and different conditions
n a speciﬁc transfer paradigm. Apparently, exposure to drugs of
buse (such as alcohol in Glasner et al., 2005; Corbit and Janak,
007a or amphetamine in Shiﬂett, 2012) promoted the expres-
ion of general instead of speciﬁc transfer. A recent experiment
Corbit et al., 2016) conﬁrmed that this is the case by showing
hat the transfer effect evoked by an alcohol paired CS on both
n alcohol paired and a sucrose paired lever is mediated mainly
y nucleus accumbens core, a structure involved in general (but
ot speciﬁc) transfer. In Corbit et al. (2016) rats were trained in
 speciﬁc transfer paradigm using both alcohol and sucrose as
ewards. An alcohol-paired CS increased responding to both alco-
ol and sucrose paired levers, while sucrose-paired CS increased
esponding more selectively to the same reward lever. Tempo-
ary inactivation of either nucleus accumbens core or shell using
aclofen/muscimol injections altered these transfer effects: core
nactivation reduced transfer induced on both levers by the alco-
ol CS while leaving transfer induced by a sucrose CS mostly intact
irecting performance towards the sucrose lever. In contrast, shell
nactivation reduced the speciﬁcity of transfer while leaving both
S’s capable of enhancing lever pressing on both levers.
As we said above, some of these studies have revealed increased
ransfer after exposure to drugs of abuse compared to drug-naive
ontrols, wheares other have shown that drugs of abuse can lead to
he expression of general transfer under conditions in which spe-
iﬁc transfer is usually expressed. For brevity, in the following, we
ill refer to these ﬁndings as potentiation and generalization effects.
Interestingly, studies of transfer with drugs of abuse have so far
hown either a potentiation of transfer by drugs of abuse or general-
zation effects but not both at the same time, with psychostimulant
tudies usually ﬁnding the former (Wyvell and Berridge, 2000,
001; Pecin˜a et al., 2006; Pecin˜a and Berridge, 2013) and ethanol
tudies the latter (Glasner et al., 2005; Corbit and Janak, 2007a;
orbit et al., 2016). However, it seems likely that this difference is
ue to the paradigms used and not the substance. Indeed, Shiﬂett
2012) reported a generalization effect when testing amphetamine-
ensitization effects on transfer. Studies ﬁnding potentiation have
enerally done so in a situation using drug-naive controls but only
ne rewarding outcome (thus they could not detect generalization);
hereas studies ﬁnding generalization have used two rewards but
o drug-naive controls (which prevented them from assessing any
otentiation). It would be interesting to conﬁrm this in a study that
imed to assess both potentiation and generalization effects at the
ame time. Nevertheless, it should be noted that not all studies have
ound these effects.
In some cases this can be attributed to the procedure: Krank
2003), Krank et al. (2008) and Kruzich et al. (2001) used only
ne reward for all subjects, thus making it impossible to detect
ither generalization or potentiation. However, Depoy et al. (2014)
ompared two groups of rats, one exposed to a prolonged chronic
ntermittent ethanol exposure (CIE, 16 daily bouts, using alcohol
apors) and a control group. The CIE group showed less transfer in
 single-lever paradigm using food rewards. The authors suggested
hat this might related to the length of CIE, with shorter CIE pro-
oting dorsal striatal-mediated behaviors whilst longer exposures
ight impair them (DePoy et al., 2013; Depoy et al., 2014). Ripley
t al. (2004) also found less transfer in groups exposed to ethanol-
ithdrawal compared to controls, using a single-lever paradigmavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848 839
with sucrose as reward. However, rats exposed to ethanol had
higher baseline levels of responding and the impairment in transfer
was signiﬁcant only when looking at the ratio between responding
during the CS and the baseline. As we noted in Section 3, transfer
is harder to detect when baseline responding is higher.
Drugs of abuse can alter dopamine transmission and dopamine
is involved in the expression of transfer as we have seen in Section 4.
Hence, a possible neural mechanism of potentiation might involve
dopamine: Ostlund et al. (2014b) monitored phasic DA release in
Nacc core using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry and reported that
prior cocaine exposure enhanced both transfer and mesolimbic DA
signalling, with both measures being correlated. In contrast, gener-
alization might be related to the ability of drugs to promote habitual
actions (LeBlanc et al., 2013). Given that speciﬁc transfer requires
action-outcome encoding, it might be argued that a switch from
goal-directed to habitual actions should also promote a switch from
speciﬁc to general transfer, providing a possible explanation of the
generalization effect. However, results from Hogarth et al. (2013b)
suggested that a drug-induced switch to habitual actions did not
cause a loss of speciﬁc transfer, at least in human subjects.
This latter study was part of a series by Hogarth and colleagues
assessing habitual smokers in which transfer was  used to under-
stand the role of cues in drug-seeking (Hogarth et al., 2007, 2013b,
2014, 2015; Hogarth and Chase, 2011, 2012; Hogarth, 2012). In this
series of studies, it was shown that a CS associated with tobacco
biased choice towards tobacco-related actions in an instrumental
choice test and that this effect was not diminished when tobacco
was devalued by showing health warnings or through satiation (i.e.
after a smoking session). In these studies, neither generalization nor
potentiation effects were detected. It is possible that the presence
of these effects might have been masked; for example the potenti-
ation effect might be masked by the fact that the participants were
all smokers, so there was  no drug-naive control. However, there
was a distinction between daily and non-daily smokers and no
correlation was  found between this factor and transfer. As for the
generalization effect, we  point out that the transfer test was always
conducted as a choice test; thus the ability of the drug CS to prompt
both choices may  not be detected because an enhancement in both
choices would balance each other out when analyzing proportion
of choices.
As already mentioned, transfer and other Pavlovian condi-
tioning effects are considered to play an important role in drug
addiction (Belin et al., 2009). Milton and collegues have, therefore,
studied how pharmacological intervention in memory reconsolida-
tion processes could disrupt maladaptive Pavlovian associations. In
particular, Milton et al. (2012) found that both transfer and Pavlo-
vian approach effects can be disrupted using the NDMAr antagonist
MK-801 in conjunction with Pavlovian memory reactivation in
ethanol self-administering rats; in contrast, the ˇ-adrenergic
antagonist propranolol had no effect (although it was previously
shown to affect conditioned reinforcement by Milton and Everitt,
2010).
Recently, studies have investigated the transfer effect in alcohol
dependent subjects. In a ﬁrst pilot study, Garbusow et al. (2014)
tested transfer in both detoxiﬁed alcohol-dependent patients
and controls. In their paradigm, instrumental actions led to either
monetary rewards or losses and, similarly, Pavlovian CSs were asso-
ciated with either monetary reward, with losses, or with pictures
of drinks (alcohol or water). The patient group showed a stronger
transfer effect on the negative transfer part of the experiment;
i.e., they showed stronger suppression of instrumental responses
by the CS associated with monetary losses. In a subsequent study
this stronger transfer effect in the detoxiﬁed alcohol-dependent
group was conﬁrmed compared to controls (Garbusow et al., 2016).
Indeed, in this study a stronger overall transfer effect was  detected,
not just an effect speciﬁc to the negative CS. In addition, participants
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instructions targeting directly the S-(A-O) hierarchy are effective
in blocking transfer whereas those targeting the simple S-O asso-
ciation are not. Of course such procedures may  also be effective40 E. Cartoni et al. / Neuroscience and B
nderwent fMRI scanning which found that BOLD activation in the
eft Nacc was related to the transfer effect. This activation was  also
redictive of relapse and alcohol intake during a 3 month followup,
hereby establishing the clinical signiﬁcance of transfer and its
eural correlates for alcohol-dependence treatment. Martinovic
t al. (2014), instead, tested transfer using beer and chocolate cues
n a group of social drinkers but in this study no correlation was
ound between transfer effects and individual differences of drink-
ng behavior. However, in this latter study, as in Hogarth studies
f smokers, the participants were drug users (but not necessarily
ependent) and no control group naive to the substance was  used,
hich might account for their failure to ﬁnd a potentiation effect.
Readers interested in the relationship between transfer, drugs of
buse and addiction might also refer to the recent review by Lamb
t al. (2016) which analyzed some of the studies reported here in
erms of their support for theories of addiction.
. Human transfer
In the last decade, transfer has also been investigated in humans,
ith results similar to those previously shown in rodents. The pres-
nce of both speciﬁc and general transfer in humans has been
onﬁrmed (Nadler et al., 2011; Prévost et al., 2012; Watson et al.,
014). Studies using fMRI have also conﬁrmed roughly the same
ain neural structures underlying transfer with the involvement
f the amygdala (Talmi et al., 2008; Prévost et al., 2012; Mendelsohn
t al., 2014) and NAcc (Talmi et al., 2008; Mendelsohn et al., 2014)
r the nearby ventrolateral putamen (Bray et al., 2008; Prévost
t al., 2012). More detailed conﬁrmation such as the involvement of
hell versus core in the two types of transfer might follow as fMRI
esolution increases.
The tools and experimental approaches vary greatly among
uman transfer studies, with some employing a “game-like”
aradigm with abstract rewards (Paredes-Olay et al., 2002; Allman
t al., 2010) whilst others have employed paradigms similar to
odent studies using food rewards (Bray et al., 2008; Watson et al.,
014). In particular, Lovibond and Colagiuri (2013) developed a
uman paradigm very close to the rodent version (even using a
ood dispenser). Morris et al. (2015), on the other hand, have used
erhaps the most ecologically valid paradigm involving the inter-
ction with a simulated vending machine. Participants learned to
ssociate different colors on the vending machine with different
nack food outputs (the Pavlovian phase), whereas the instrumen-
al phase involved choosing between two actions that tilted the
achine and liberated different snack foods. As another interesting
ariant, one fMRI study conﬁrmed the involvement of the amygdala
nd Nacc in transfer using motor imagery rather than the motor
ction: the instrumental action thus consisted in the participants
magining themselves throwing a ball or a rock with their right
and without actually moving it (Mendelsohn et al., 2014).
Some studies have investigated the role of devaluation in trans-
er, ﬁnding conﬂicting results: Allman et al. (2010) reported that
evaluation was able to eliminate speciﬁc transfer whereas Watson
t al. (2014) reported devaluation having an effect only on general
ransfer with no effect on choice bias (speciﬁc transfer). These dif-
ering results might be explained by the different paradigms used.
n Allman et al. (2010) the participant played a “stock market game”
n which devaluation was induced by ensuring one of the out-
omes no longer had any monetary value; whereas in Watson et al.
2014) devaluation was generated by food satiation. The devalu-
tion in Allman et al. (2010) was, therefore, of a more cognitive
ature and it might have worked as an additional rule of the game
nstead of a “motivational” change, such as satiation, thus lead-
ng to the different result. Furthermore, Eder and Dignath (2015)
lso obtained speciﬁc transfer after devaluation and suggested thatavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848
the previously contrasting results might also be due to using a pri-
mary reinforcer (food) vs. a secondary one (money). However, Eder
and Dignath (2015) found that speciﬁc transfer on primary rewards
can be eliminated by devaluation if the participants had to con-
sume the reward that was made aversive. In particular, they ran
two experiments using a liquid reinforcer that was devalued by
pairing its consumption with bad tasting Tween20. In one case, par-
ticipants had to drink the earned liquid rewards immediately after
the transfer test, whereas in the other case they could just take the
bottles home. Only in the ﬁrst case, when they were asked to con-
sume the devalued reward, did devaluation eliminate the speciﬁc
transfer effect during the test. 6 It is interesting to note that Eder
and Dignath’s (2015) results were obtained using aversive devalua-
tion, which might lead to different results compared to devaluation
through satiation (see also Corbit et al. (2007) vs. Holland (2004)
results in animal studies, Section 3). Subsequently Eder and Dignath
obtained again a reduction of speciﬁc transfer through devaluation
using a “stock-market game” similar to the one used by Allman et al.
(2010). In this case, they also tested the effects of an “upvaluation”
of the outcomes (an increase of their monetary value in the game)
but observed no effect of the upvaluation on transfer (Eder and
Dignath, 2016). Instead, Colagiuri and Lovibond (2015) tested trans-
fer after variable amounts of instrumental training to manipulate
satiation and provided data in support of transfer as a mechanism
of food over-consumption. The overall results showed that partic-
ipants with a low-baseline response rate, which had supposedly
reached a higher level of satiation during the instrumental train-
ing, still showed a signiﬁcant transfer effect. This further conﬁrms
that transfer is present after devaluation, at least when conducted
using satiation. In contrast, high-baseline responders, which where
supposedly less sated and more actively seeking the chocolate out-
come, showed no signiﬁcant transfer effect when tested with the
CS+ but did show an inhibitory transfer effect when tested using the
unpaired CS−.  This latter ﬁnding is in line with the fact that posi-
tive transfer effects are harder to ﬁnd when baseline responding is
higher (see Section 3).
Beyond Colagiuri and Lovibond (2015), transfer as a mechanism
of food over-consumption was also hypothesized in Watson et al.
(2016). In this latter work, transfer using food rewards was tested
and found in adolescents, as a part of an investigation about possible
factors of an obesogenic environment.
Rosas et al. (2010) studied the relationship between speciﬁc
transfer and extinction and found that extinction does not alter
the ability of cues to promote speciﬁc transfer. This is consis-
tent with the results of Delamater (1996) in rodents. In a recent
study, Hogarth et al. (2014) further conﬁrmed that extinction by
non-reinforcement does not alter speciﬁc transfer. However, these
authors also found that discriminative extinction training (pairing
the CS with the extinction of an instrumental response) can abol-
ish speciﬁc transfer, a result also found earlier by Gámez and Rosas
(2005). In a third experiment, Hogarth et al. (2014) also managed
to abolish speciﬁc transfer using explicit verbal instructions stat-
ing that the CS did not signal a more effective response-outcome
contingency. These results suggest the hypothesis that the spe-
ciﬁc transfer effect might be of a hierarchical nature, with the
CS signalling the efﬁcacy of an action-outcome (A-O) contingency
(Hogarth et al., 2014; Hogarth and Troisi, 2015). Thus, extinc-
tion procedures such as discriminative extinction or the verbal6 On a similar note, Colwill and Rescorla (1990) showed that whereas devaluation
usually leaves some residual instrumental responding, this responding could be
eliminated if the reward was delivered intraorally instead of into a magazine.
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ecause they produce a form of instructed extinction of the instru-
ental contingency. Lastly, as already mentioned in Section 3, using
 single-lever paradigm Lovibond et al. (2015) found a reduction
n transfer after Pavlovian extinction of the CS. As the authors
oint out, one of the critical differences between their results
nd those previously reported was the fact that they focused on
bsolute response rate (using a single-lever paradigm), whereas
ther studies employed a choice test (speciﬁc transfer). Given that
ingle-lever paradigms usually measure general transfer, we  thus
peculate that speciﬁc and general transfer might be differentially
ffected by CS extinction.
As already reported (see Section 5), human studies have also
nvestigated transfer in the context of drugs of abuse, such as
obacco and alcohol (Hogarth et al., 2007, 2013b; Hogarth and
hase, 2011; Hogarth, 2012; Martinovic et al., 2014; Garbusow
t al., 2014, 2016). In a series of studies (Hogarth et al., 2007,
013b, 2015; Hogarth and Chase, 2011; Hogarth, 2012), Hogarth
nd colleagues showed with a transfer paradigm that cues related
o cigarettes can affect smoking and that they do so independently
f value (conﬁrming that speciﬁc transfer is immune to devalu-
tion as in Watson et al., 2014). Transfer was  also investigated
n alcohol users and abusers (Martinovic et al., 2014; Garbusow
t al., 2014, 2016). Garbusow and colleagues investigated transfer
n groups of detoxiﬁed alcohol-dependent patients and in controls,
nding stronger effects in the patients group (Garbusow et al., 2014,
016). The strength of transfer effect was also related to a stronger
eft Nacc activation and it was predictive of relapse and alcohol
ntake in a 3 months follow-up (Garbusow et al., 2016). Martinovic
t al. (2014) tested transfer in social drinkers instead and they did
ot ﬁnd a correlation between the behavioral transfer effect and
ndividual differences in drinking behavior.
Freeman et al. (2014) developed a variant of transfer in which
nstrumental training was embedded in a Go-NoGo task; i.e.,
 normal single-lever paradigm was subdivided into trials in
hich an additional cue signaled a Go condition (the participant
an press the lever) or NoGo (the lever must not be pressed).
ithin this paradigm, Freeman et al. (2014) and Freeman et al.
2015) investigated the mechanism of response suppression dur-
ng CS+ “provocation”, ﬁnding that NoGoCS+ trials suppressed CS+
esponse not only within the trial but also on the following trials.
Garofalo and di Pellegrino (2015) instead investigated individual
ifferences in a single-lever transfer paradigm. In particular, they
ubdivided the participants into two groups according to their eye-
aze behavior during the Pavlovian phase. During CS presentations,
hose who spent most time ﬁxating on the CS were considered
ign-trackers, whereas those who spent most time ﬁxating on
he location where the reward would be delivered were classi-
ed as goal-trackers. The results of the transfer test showed that
nly sign-trackers increased their lever pressing when the CS was
resented. Another study focusing on transfer and individual dif-
erences was conducted by Sebold et al. (2016) in which they tested
43 participants in both a transfer paradigm and in a two-step
ask aimed at distinguishing model-based vs. model-free reason-
ng (Daw et al., 2011). Model-based and model-free reasoning
re computational concepts relating respectively to goal-directed
nd habitual behavior. Sebold et al. (2016) found a correlation
etween the transfer task and the two-step task, indicating that
eople exhibiting stronger transfer effects showed less model-
ased (“goal-directed”) reasoning in the two-step task.
Human transfer has recently been used to characterize neu-
opsychiatric disorders. In particular, it has been used as a part
f a wider array of tests to assess dysfunctions in goal-directed
ction in schizophrenia (Morris et al., 2015). Huys et al. (2016)
ested patients with a major depressive disorder using a trans-
er paradigm that included both appetitive and aversive CS’s, as
ell as instrumental responses that consisted in either approachavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848 841
or withdrawal from a stimulus. As in previous studies (Huys et al.,
2011), healthy controls exhibited a transfer effect in which appeti-
tive CS increased instrumental approach responses and decreased
withdrawal response, whereas the aversive CS did the opposite.
This “action speciﬁcity” was markedly reduced in depressed sub-
jects and individuals with higher “action speciﬁcity” showed better
recovery over the follow-up period (4–6 months). In Geurts et al.
(2013b) transfer has also been investigated as a possible link to
neuropsychiatric disorders associated with aggression.
While the focus of this review is on appetitive transfer, we
note here that human transfer studies have also employed aver-
sive transfer paradigms, i.e. the ones above mentioned Huys et al.
(2011, 2016), Geurts et al. (2013b) or also Rigoli et al. (2012), Geurts
et al. (2013a), Lewis et al. (2013). Lastly, as already reported in Sec-
tion 3, using a human transfer paradigms Pool et al. (2014) found
that acute stress enhanced transfer and Quail et al. (2016) found
a correlation between DASS scores (Depression Anxiety and Stress
Scale) and an enhanced cue-driven response vigour.
7. Theoretical aspects of transfer
Over many years, various theories of the general and, more
recently, the speciﬁc transfer effect have been proposed. It has,
for example, been argued that a Pavlovian CS affects instrumental
actions by changing the animals’ motivational state (Estes, 1943;
Rescorla and Solomon, 1967); e.g., a CS associated with food could
elicit a motivational state associated with hunger and thus pro-
mote instrumental actions towards food. However, this view does
not explain speciﬁc transfer effects. The presence of both general
and speciﬁc transfer can, however, be reconciled by adopting the
Konorskian view (Konorski, 1967) that Pavlovian training can lead
to two types of associations, one between the CS and the moti-
vational/affective qualities of the US and one between the CS and
speciﬁc sensory features of the US. This dual view ﬁts the gen-
eral/speciﬁc dichotomy, with speciﬁc transfer reﬂecting Pavlovian
associations of the CS with more speciﬁc features of the US and
general transfer the CS-motivational/affective state associations.
The associative-cybernetic model, reviewed more extensively
elsewhere (Cartoni et al., 2013), is probably the most compre-
hensive model of transfer to date as it suggests mechanisms for
both speciﬁc and general transfer and also a neural implementa-
tion (Balleine and Ostlund, 2007, see Fig. 4). In brief, it posits a
S-O, O-R chain through associative and S-R memories to explain
speciﬁc transfer and also a general enhancing of all instrumental
actions through the association of stimuli with rewards. However,
the model has some shortcomings and, in its current form, does
not explain all transfer data. In particular, it does not explain why,
in the full transfer paradigm, no general transfer is observed in
either the same or different conditions. In its most recently described
form (i.e., Balleine and Ostlund, 2007) the model appears to pre-
dict that in both these conditions the CS will elicit at least some
general transfer: in the “same” condition this effect would be on
top of the speciﬁc transfer effect, whereas in the different condi-
tion it should emerge alone as increased responding over baseline.
Instead, lesioning the speciﬁc transfer circuit in the same condition
does not reveal a residual general transfer component, whereas the
different condition usually shows neither general nor speciﬁc trans-
fer nor is responding in this condition inﬂuenced by any known
neural manipulation. There is, currently, no mechanism in the
model that can explain the lack of general transfer in these cases.
It may, however, be possible to reformulate it in the light of recent
data revealing the effects of inhibitory conditioning on transfer
(e.g., Laurent and Balleine, 2015) to include speciﬁc ‘no outcome’
representations in the associative memory, which could result in
842 E. Cartoni et al. / Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848
Fig. 4. Associative-cybernetic model by Balleine and Dickinson as reported by Balleine and Ostlund (2007). (a) Pavlovian CS associations (S-O) are stored in the associative
memory and they can produce transfer using two pathways. On one side, each CS can prime the representation of its associated reward as an antecedent of a speciﬁc response:
i.e.  S1 primes SO1 in the S-R memory which then activates R1 (speciﬁc transfer). On the other hand, they also generate an expectancy of reward through connections to
the  Reward memory which can then enhance all responses (general transfer, using the connection from Rew to all the Motor responses). (b) Suggested neural substrates
underlying each part of the model. Reprinted with permission.
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ore speciﬁc outcome predictions and so less general transfer.
owever, this re-formulation has yet to be tested quantitatively.
As an alternative theory, van den Bos et al. (2004) have pro-
osed a behavioral chaining account of transfer. According to this
roposal, CSs elicit magazine visits (due to Pavlovian training) and
hese in turn elicit lever presses due to a lever-magazine-lever
ehavioral chain that they argue is established during instrumen-
al training. Under this hypothesis we would, therefore, expect a
ositive correlation between magazine entries and lever pressing
ecause these responses would usually occur together one after
nother. However, this explanation does not seem to ﬁt with those
xperiments that have presented both lever press and magazine
pproach timing data (e.g. see Fig. 6 of Holland and Gallagher, 2003).
agazine approach does not seem to correlate with lever pressing;
ndeed it has usually been found to interfere through competition
nd so, in many cases, to be the inverse of lever pressing.
Another alternative explanation of transfer has been proposed
y Cohen-Hatton et al. (2013). These authors argued that transfer is
ue to CS-R associations formed during the instrumental and Pavlo-
ian training sessions. They suggested that when Pavlovian training
ollows instrumental training, the experience of O also evokes the
reviously learned response R, due to the previously learned R-O
ssociation. As O and its evoked memory of R follow the CS, a CS-R
ssociation can also be formed alongside the CS-O association. Con-
ersely if instrumental training follows Pavlovian training, it is the
S that is evoked in memory by the experience of O, due to the pre-
iously acquired CS-O association, allowing, again, an association
o be formed between the CS and R. Thus, despite the two  types of
raining being conducted in separate sessions, the evoked memo-
ies establish, on this account, associations between the Pavlovian
timuli and the instrumental responses. These associations would
hen lead to (speciﬁc) transfer on test, not through the integration
f Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning on test but due to their
ntegration during training. However, data from Gilroy et al. (2014)
oes against this hypothesis. In their experiment one group of rats
eceived instrumental training on two levers in a different context
or each lever, whereas another group was trained with both levers
n both contexts. Pavlovian training was always conducted in a
hird context. When given the transfer test in the Pavlovian context,
he group of rats that received their training on the two  levers in
ifferent contexts displayed almost no speciﬁc transfer compared
o rats that received their instrumental training in both contexts.
here is no obvious reason why making lever-training context spe-
iﬁc would change the ability of evoked memories to form the S-R
ssociations advocated by Cohen-Hatton et al. (2013) to explain
ig. 5. Bayesian transfer model by Cartoni et al. (2013). In this model, both Pavlovian and
odel  is formed by a belief network, where latent causes are represented by nodes labe
1,  F2 (foods); the A node represents the action of pressing a lever. During training the s
airings experienced. During the transfer test, the different latent causes interact produci
1  as the lever, both latent causes, the one learned in the Pavlovian phase and the one le
elivered, thus increasing the expected efﬁcacy of the action (the speciﬁc transfer effect)
ood  F2, the subject has learned that the latent cause H4, associated with lever L1, actually
he  effects of a CS paired with F2 (inhibition of general transfer); (c) when a CS paired wi
redicted, raising the value of acting in the present (the general transfer effect). Histogra
2013).avioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848 843
transfer. Nor, on this account, is it clear why  presenting the US and
CS in a backward relationship separated by a 10-s interval should
reverse the speciﬁc transfer effect, but not when presented without
an interval, as Laurent and Balleine (2015) reported. Cohen-Hatton
et al. (2013) argue that such an effect might rely on an inhibitory
connection between S and R developing over the delay. But such an
effect, whilst reducing the performance of that speciﬁc response,
does not imply that the performance of other actions should
increase above baseline as Laurent and Balleine (2015) demon-
strate; the reversal of the standard transfer effect that allows an
inhibitory CS to drive performance of alternative actions above
baseline performance is simply not predicted by their account.
On the other hand, the context-speciﬁcity of transfer found by
Gilroy et al. (2014) might be in agreement with proposals suggest-
ing that CSs enhance instrumental responding by virtue of their
predictive value (Hogarth et al., 2013a, 2014; Hogarth and Troisi,
2015; Cartoni et al., 2013). In particular, Hogarth has proposed
that speciﬁc transfer works by enhancing the R-O relationship in
a hierarchical manner: CS-(R-O). This account suggests that even
though CSs are trained in separate sessions and have no veridical
hierarchical relation to the instrumental schedule, they still act like
discriminative stimuli that signal when a speciﬁc R-O relationship
is in effect. In other words, the subject builds a hierarchical repre-
sentation even if it is not warranted by the procedure. Indeed, this
account is also in agreement with Lovibond (1981) results we  cited
earlier, where the transfer effect was particularly evident when
the instrumental schedule was signalled as being in extinction
(S−)  compared to when it was signalled to be active (S+). This kind
of account is also in line with the Gilroy et al. (2014) results if we
think that, in the differential group (i.e., the group in which the
two levers were trained in different contexts), the speciﬁcity of
training supports the ability of the rats to distinguish when a lever
is active compared to the non-differential group (i.e., in which both
levers were trained in both contexts). Thus, it should be expected
that a CS, as a discriminative stimulus, will provide greater beneﬁt
to the non-differential group. Indeed, the CS produced a robust
speciﬁc transfer effect in the non-differential group; in contrast,
in the differential group, speciﬁc transfer was observed only
when testing was conducted in the instrumental context in which
the lever was  not trained and so where the action and the CS
predictions with regards to the outcome were no longer identical.Besides developing an understanding of the mechanisms of
transfer, we  think it will be important to explore and develop theo-
ries as to why transfer developed in the ﬁrst place: i.e., its adaptive
function. In Cartoni et al. (2013) we noted that speciﬁc transfer,
 instrumental conditioning are represented in terms of latent causes learning. The
led with H (H1, H2, H3, H4), while CS are labeled S1, S2, S3 (sounds) and US with
ubject associates different latent causes to the different CS-US and lever-outcome
ng the various transfer effects: (a) in the presence of a CS paired with the same food
arned in the instrumental phase, will increase the probability that food F1 will be
; (b) due to the alternating training between the lever for food F1 and the lever for
 diminishes the probability of food F2 being delivered (dashed line), thus inhibiting
th another food F3 is displayed, along with the presence of lever L1, two foods are
m from Corbit and Balleine (2011). Reprinted with permission from Cartoni et al.
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eneral transfer and the inhibition of general transfer can be related
o three aspects of action, respectively: efﬁcacy, utility and context.
n all three cases the information provided by cues is used to better
valuate which action to select. Speciﬁc transfer is related to the
fﬁcacy of the actions, namely the opportunities that they have to
each their goal. This is compatible with the interpretation of CSs as
iscriminative stimuli providing information as to when an action
s effective or not (Hogarth et al., 2014). In particular, the model pro-
osed that CS’s increase the estimated probability of receiving the
utcome associated with an action (Fig. 5). This led us to the hypoth-
sis that instrumental actions having a 100% chance of receiving
 reward (i.e. continuously reinforced) should not be enhanced
hrough speciﬁc transfer since the probability of reward is already
t maximum. In Cartoni et al. (2015) we tested this hypoth-
sis, showing that indeed speciﬁc transfer was reduced when
nstrumental actions were trained with continuous reinforcement
compared to an RR3 schedule), albeit it was not reduced to zero
s predicted. In the model, general transfer is instead related to the
tility of performing actions: i.e., the amount of rewards available
y performing actions. In this case the CSs are supposed to signal
he presence of additional resources in the environment thus pro-
oting general activity to try to achieve them. Inhibition of transfer
s related to the ability to take context into account and inhibit gen-
ral transfer when those additional resources cannot be achieved.
his might be merged with how speciﬁc transfer seems to work, as
oted above in relation to Gilroy et al. (2014) where speciﬁc trans-
er signals are also dependant on the context. How these functions
re mediated, both at the algorithmic levels (which variables are
nvolved) and at the neural level remains an open question.
. Conclusions and future directions
In this paper, we have reviewed a wealth of data on Pavlovian-
nstrumental transfer: we have seen how we can distinguish two
ypes of transfer (speciﬁc and general), their relative neural sub-
trates, and many of the factors interacting with them.
From the behavioral point of view, the paradigm has been
mproved to distinguish speciﬁc and general transfer and it is now
pplicable to human participants as well. Its reliability has grown
ufﬁciently that it is proving useful to characterize pathologies
s well, as we have seen for schizophrenia, addiction, and major
epressive disorders (e.g., Morris et al., 2015; Garbusow et al., 2016;
uys et al., 2016).
Some questions remain open: as an example, the inﬂuence of
evaluation procedures on transfer have had mixed results, pos-
ibly due to the different devaluation procedures used. In rodents,
atiation abolished general transfer (Corbit et al., 2007; Aitken et al.,
016), but pairing with illness had no effect (Holland, 2004). In
umans, speciﬁc transfer too had mixed results with “cognitive”
evaluation able to cancel or reduce transfer (Allman et al., 2010;
der and Dignath, 2016) whereas satiation did not affect it (Watson
t al., 2014). Also, aversive devaluation was effective only if coupled
ith immediate consumption (Eder and Dignath, 2015).
As for the neural substrates, a number of areas, ranging from
mygdala to the striatum and prefrontal cortex have been impli-
ated in transfer. What is lacking at the moment is a system-wide
iew of how these areas interact together to produce the two
ypes of transfer. So far a more detailed picture has been achieved
ocally for the Nacc shell and its projection to ventral pallidum
Laurent et al., 2014; Leung and Balleine, 2013, 2015). Assessing
he interaction with DMS  and DLS might be particularly interest-
ng because they are recognized as fundamental areas for the two
inds of instrumental action: goal-directed and habitual actions
espectively (Balleine and O’Doherty, 2010). A point of integration
etween Pavlovian and instrumental learning might also be theavioral Reviews 71 (2016) 829–848
corticothalamic circuit, as suggested in Balleine et al. (2015). Estab-
lishing the site(s) of integration would provide the basis for exerting
control over the way  Pavlovian predictive learning affects choice,
providing considerable insight.
On the theoretical side, a question remains as to the main func-
tional variables on which transfer acts. For example, is speciﬁc
transfer related to the evaluation of the efﬁcacy of an action, as
proposed by Hogarth et al. (2013a), Cartoni et al. (2013)? We  have
seen that one of the latest theories favours a hierarchical account
of transfer (Hogarth et al., 2014; Hogarth and Troisi, 2015), where
a CS signals the availability of a R-O relationship in the environ-
ment. This is also compatible with recent accounts of biconditional
discrimination (Bradﬁeld and Balleine, 2013) which point to the for-
mation of such hierarchical associations S-(R-O). This would make
the CS in transfer, or at least in speciﬁc transfer, a special form of
discriminative stimulus, even if not explicitly trained as such, not
being present during the instrumental training sessions.
On the general transfer side, an important open issue is why in
some cases no “general motivating effects” are observed despite
the presence of the CS: i.e. in the same or different conditions. There
appears to be some form of inhibition present that has not yet
been well speciﬁed (Corbit and Balleine, 2005, 2011). Laurent and
Balleine (2015) shows that rats do not only learn which action lead
to which outcome (positive R-O associations) but also which action
does not earn which outcome (inhibitory R-O associations). This
points to the possibility that, with more than one action, inhibitory
R-O associations develop and it is these that allow animals to seg-
regate the effects of the CS’s on same and different actions. At the
functional level, we  have proposed that general transfer is mani-
fest only when the CS signals additional achievable resources: so in
the same condition general transfer is not present because the out-
come is already predicted by the instrumental action, whereas in
the different condition it might be the alternating training with the
different lever that inhibits general transfer; the signalled outcome
is not achievable in that situation (Cartoni et al., 2013). However,
the mechanism of this inhibition remains to be discovered. We
have reviewed some manipulations that lead to a “generalization”
of the transfer effect (e.g. Glasner et al., 2005; Corbit and Janak,
2007a,b; Shiﬂett, 2012): if we  interpret and investigate these as a
“disinhibition” of general transfer perhaps they will provide some
indication as to how the inhibition of general transfer is normally
achieved. Indeed Corbit et al. (2016) have shown that the “gen-
eralized” transfer exhibited by an alcohol CS can be reduced by
inactivating nucleus accumbens core rather than the shell, so this
is consistent with the idea of the “generalization” being mediated
by the same circuitry as general transfer.
On a higher level, we  actually need more experiments on general
transfer to establish whether it is purely a motivational phe-
nomenon or whether it is mediated by a general representation
of the appetitive outcome. In this context we could return to the
issues surrounding motivational control of transfer particularly the
irrelevant incentive effect (Dickinson and Dawson, 1987; Balleine,
1994) and establish whether those motivational effects are per-
formance related or learning related. Perhaps the animal learns to
class the outcome as a motivational type (e.g. food or ﬂuid) or per-
haps the energetic effects of stimuli associated with foods and ﬂuids
are simply gated by motivational state. There just have not been
enough experiments on general transfer. We  do not know much
about the neural system mediating this form of transfer. Although
CeN and NACcore are involved, are they connected in some way? No
disconnection study between these structures has been conducted
yet.Another direction for future research would be to study transfer
with more actions or chains of instrumental actions. Most stud-
ies on speciﬁc transfer have largely used two actions or choice
between two  transfer actions. It would be interesting to see how
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hings function in three or four action situations, which would also
e a more ecological setting since we are often confronted with
ore than just two options. Using a two-step instrumental chain,
orbit and Balleine (2003a) found that the proximal element of the
hain (but not the distal) were inﬂuenced by the CS in an outcome
peciﬁc manner. Can general transfer affect instrumental chains?
t would also be interesting to examine chains of different lengths
r homogeneous vs. heterogeneous chains.
Whatever future studies are conducted, the experiments and
henomena reviewed here show that the increasing sophistication
nd reliability of the Pavlovian-instrumental transfer paradigm, its
pplication to human participants, in both normal and pathologi-
al conditions, and its close connection with fundamental learning
rocesses, such as instrumental and Pavlovian conditioning, will
ontinue to make it a promising area of research in the years to
ome.
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